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Followed
Steven Greene
He follows in my footsteps
Where e'er I choose to go
My stride is shortened just enough
My son will never know
He follows through the deepest snow
Over the highest hills
Through the grassy meadows
And the furrows in the field
Sometimes my son will miss a step
His legs they just can't reach
Each time as he struggles through
A lesson is there to teach
So carefully I'll lead him
To the places he should go
Silently I'll teach him
All the things a man should know
I'll teach him by example
Hiding carefully
The knowledge that I really know
My son does follow me
So as he grows to manhood
As he matches stride for stride
My stride begins to lengthen
No longer need I hide
One day my son will realize
It's just a matter of time
His son will follow in his steps
Just as he followed mine

My Work-a-Day

World
Steven Greene

\Ve started on our journey
With little more than luck
For everything we owned, you see
Fit in my pickup truck
I knew that I must sacrifice
So we could "get ahead"
So while I worked a double shift
She slept alone in bed
I bought a house, a second car
A cabin in the hills
Sleds and toys and ATV's
And way too many bills
I had to pay for private school
Our kids deserved the best
I paid cash for what I could
And mortgaged out the rest.
We finally had the good life
Or to others it may seem
The hard work really had paid off
We really lived 'The Dream"
And so I worked long hours
Seventeen plus every day
And always seemed too busy
When the kids said, ''Dad, Let's play"
I tried to give them everything
They had the very best
And yet it seems that in the end
I failed the final test
My wife moved out last summer
Said I'm a man she didn't know
Kids said they didn't know me
So I told them they could go

So now I have an empty house
Where once there was a home
o one to share my ups and downs
For now I live alone
I got so wrapped up in my work
I guess I failed to see
It wasn't wealth they wanted
They simply wanted me.

The

War That

Never

Was
Steven Greene

A lonely soul, a troubled mind
A child all alone
A twisted, sorted, mental state
a heart turned into stone
A single soldier on the field
A battle lost because
Mankind can never truly win
The War that Never Was
For no one saw the battles
that raged inside his head
He walked upon the campus grounds
now 32 are dead
And so another battle lost
A tragedy because
So many lives each year lost to
The \Var that never was.
He claimed to be a martyr
A murderer some would say
Yet nothing will change what he did
or make it go away.
An isolated general
He gave his life today
he got his battle orders from
those who had passed away
And so another battle lost
A tragedy because
So many many lives lost to
The \Var that Never Was.
What caused his mind to finally snap
we may never know
until we look in retrospect
to the symptoms that he showed

For anger breedeth hatred
and hatred breedeth fear
and so the battle rages on
more lives are lost each year.
We can't condone the violence
or justify the cause
and yet no way can we dispute
the War that Never Was.

Inspiredrythe VirginiaTechShooting

Now

You're

Gone
Shaelee Smith

As the leaves fall day after day,
I sit alone in the cold,
Wishing the days away,
wanting you here with me.
It's almost like you're still here,
laughing with us like you once did.
Now all I hear
is the silence filling the room.
Lowering you to the ground
and seeing that writing in stone,
It still doesn't feel quite real.
I just want you back here,
telling me it'll be okay.
It hurts knowing the pain you suffered.
I wish I could've taken it away,
and given you the life you deserved.
But now you'll never, ever know.
Lowering you to the ground
and seeing that writing in stone
still doesn't feel quite real.
I just want you back here,
telling me it'll be okay.
Remembering you lie there with no choice
hurts more than I thought.
Don't worry, I'll find you again.
But until then, this is the end.
Goodbye to my best friend.

The

Day That

We Met
April Miller

The day that we met was the best day of my life. The day that
we met was also the worst day of my life for I knew that you would
leave me someday. Life is like that though. You find something that you
love, and Life rips it away. At least I had you for a while.
We met on a rainy day in early April. I had left my umbrella at
home because I was trying to be optimistic about the weather. I desperately needed something to go right for me that day. I had just laid my
parents side by side in the cemetery the week before, next to the sister I
had loved for her short, yet glorious life. ow, I was alone.
My parents had been only children, so they desperately wished
for me to have someone to share my childhood with. They wanted for
me something that they had never had. They wanted to watch us grow
up together, as best friends, sometimes as enemies, but always there for
each other no matter what. And for a while, I did. She then passed on
suddenly one night, with no warning. She was there one day, and gone
the next. She was the first one life ripped from me.
The day that we met, I was standing outside of my work, frantically searching for a free cab to take me home after a very trying first
day back. It had been rough; the stares, the whispers, and worst of all,
the pity I could see in their eyes. Condolences I could handle, but I didn't want their pity. As Martin Luther King, Jr. stated, "Pity may represent little more than the impersonal concern which prompts the mailing
of a check, but true sympathy is the personal concern which demands
the giving of one's soul." They felt sorry for me when I didn't feel sorry
for myself. I was sad yes, but I knew that it was a part of life and that I
would become all the stronger for it.
The day that we met, I was startled to find myself suddenly out
of the rain. I looked around me, and there you were. An angel, my angel, holding a plain black umbrella. And yet, I didn't know who you
were. As I looked up into your eyes for the first time, I saw my life flash
before my eyes. A life full of love and laughter, trials and heartbreak. I
saw us years down the road with children surrounding us, clambering all
over us, asking us to hold them. I saw us growing old together, sitting
on a veranda, sipping herbal tea and reminiscing about our lives together side by side, in companionable silence, holding hands, and wishing
for our lives to never end.
How quickly I was brought back to earth when you asked me
with your sexy Scottish brogue, which made me go weak at the knees, if
I was all right and if I needed any help. When I said I was just waiting
for a cab, you kindly offered to wait with me and to share your umbrella

while I waited. You told me your name was Ewan and that just made
me go weak at the knees even more.
I finally decided to call a cab company to send one over, but as
time went by, and we kept talking, I no longer wanted to go home. I
wanted to get to know you. When the cab came, I impulsively asked you
to dinner to say thank you for your kindness and your generosity. You,
thankfully, said yes. We got in the cab and drove to my favorite restaurant.
As we were eating, we started talking about our lives. Where
we worked, what we liked to do, and then the dreaded question came
up. What about my family. Oh how I dreaded this question. You were
so kind to me; I didn't want your pity too. So as quick as I could I told
you that I was now all alone, with no family, and fervently hoped that
that would be the end. You however, didn't let it go. Somehow, over the
next hour or so, you got me to open up about my life, more than I had
done in a long time. I opened up with you more than I did with my parents when Emily died. You didn't pressure me; you just let me get it out.
You listened, and I could see in your eyes understanding. That was
when I knew you were destined to be mine.
You understood me so completely, in such a short amount of
time, that I knew without a doubt I wanted you in my life forever. I just
hoped you wanted me in yours, too.
You graciously called me a cab and when the time came to leave, I tried
to walk as slowly as possible so that I could spend more time with you.
It didn't seem to work. Time just seemed to fly by and before I knew it,
I was opening the door to the cab that would take me away forever.
Mercifully, you stopped me just in time, and asked if you could see me
again. The rest is history.
So now my dear, sweet, wonderful husband, father of our
three children Kiernan, Charles, and Emily, as I lay you to rest this day
know of my eternal love for you. Know of the love of our children, and
grandchildren. Know I will join you when my time comes. Know that as
I look back on that day, I am grateful that I left my umbrella at home,
for if I hadn't, we would never have met, or spent the last 47 years married to each other.
Until we see each other again, with all of my love,
Anna

Summer

Vacation
Matthew Thayn

Some of the fondest memories I have about my grandfather
were going to his house and having him read me some of his old western
novels. These rough and tough cowboy adventures were the only
books I ever saw him read. Something caught his attention and instilled
a desire in him to read night and day. Was it the great adventures that
were told in them, or the chance to visit the old west and the wide open
spaces as he remembered it? I saw my grandfather read these worn out
and tattered books on many occasions but rarely saw the value in
"grown up" books. These novels had small words, no pictures except
on the front cover and what seemed to me a lack of content. As a young
man of seven, I enjoyed reading as little as possible. Why would I be
interested in a western? The answer is short, boredom, the type of inspired curiosity that killed that imaginary cat.
It was the beginning of my summer vacation. I was excited to
be out of school and be able to help my dad and grandfather on the
farm. It was late spring and they had planted new fields with corn and
oats. Changing the water was a daily chore. It was almost too good to
be true, the chance to wallow in mud, play in water and get out of the
house, all rolled into one. The irrigation was comprised of long rows of
furrows that seemed to go on for miles. The water would slowly push
and prod its way down these clod infested channels until it saturated the
ground and eventually reached the bottom of the field. Once here, it
was able to run to freedom and join what was left from the others to
create a gurgling flow of dirty, gritty ditch water. About every twelve
hours or so, we would move this water further down the field in an attempt to give the newly planted seeds a chance at life. This was fun for
about the first week, then the novelty wore off and the fun ran down the
ditch with the water.
I was with my grandfather a lot and noticed that he always had
books in his pickup. I think these were his break from reality. They
would disrupt the monotonous repetition of reality and allow him to
relax. There was an ancient orchard where we would stop and have
lunch. This place was old, perhaps older than my grandfather. He
would find his particular apple tree and gracefully recline at its base with
his back against its trunk and his legs out stretched. The ground was
covered with a lush carpet of green grass which supplied him with a very
comfortable seat. There was also an abundance of creepy-crawlies that
used the shade of the tree to get out of the blistering summer sun and
get some work done. They would adjust their path and form supply

chains over his worn dusty cowboy boots. He would produce his latest
adventure and immerse himself in the pages only to have something
scurry across his arm and disrupt this powerful concentration he had.
He would gently flick the curious bug off his arm and dive right back
into his adventure. I sometimes wonder if his intense disposition was
sensed by these bugs, and they crawled up on him so they could catch a
glimpse of what so forcefully held his attention.
It was at this time that I decided to try one of these particular
books. I had already discovered the uncharted territory around the orchard and was beginning to get bored with my surroundings of apple
trees, sagebrush and a dilapidated old log cabin. I remembered he had
finished one of these novels earlier and I decided to give it a whirl. I
walked over to the pickup to retrieve this dusty, worn out masterpiece
and my lunch. This book was called TreasureMountain. I wandered over
to another tree and plopped down unceremoniously at its base. This
was my first introduction to the Sackett novels and would not be my
last. At first it was slow going, painfully slow, but I soon realized I was
deep into this book. My grandfather had left me behind and went to
check on the water. My roast beef sandwich was slowly being devoured
by an army of ants, and a lonely daddy long leg spider was on my shoulder seemingly reading this book with me. I gently swatted him off me,
gathered up what was left of my lunch and headed back to the truck. I
noticed my grandfather heading the same way as he smirked at my good
timing now that the job was done.
As we drove home he asked me if I liked the book, and I
thought I noticed a slight smile crease his dry, tobacco stained cracked
lips. After he dropped me off I couldn't stop thinking about that book.
It was as if I needed to know what would happen next. ever had I felt
this way before about any book I had ever read. At no time that I can
remember was reading ever a problem. My mother was a school teacher
and had spent countless hours teaching me to read. I was good at reading and I knew it. I remember being in grade school and feeling very
bored in reading because it wasn't a challenge. I think this is when my
disinterest with books started. I couldn't wait to go tend water tomorrow with him; the weird thing was that I wanted to read that book even
more. That night I dreamt of cowboys and the old west, similar to the
events I had read earlier that day. This just added fuel to the fire. As
the sun came through my window the next morning, I was already
awake. This was going to be a great day. Not the same boring playing
in the mud and water day, but one that would entail outlaws and cowboys, bank robberies and shoot outs. The most entertaining thing to me
was I was right in the middle of it all.
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As soon as my grandfather pulled up in his dirty old pickup I
ran out of the house and jumped in the passenger side. As I slammed
the door a wispy cloud of dust came out of the door pocket by my knee.
The sun's rays showed me every particle of dust floating about in the air.
I eagerly looked around for the book. Where was it? I noticed it partially pushed under the seat of this muddy old farm truck with the cover
slightly torn. This book had clearly seen better days. As I retrieved it, I
noticed a little smile on his face. I remembered exactly where I left off
and amazingly enough everyone was right there waiting for me. That's
the incredible thing about a book. It always waits for you to return and
continue the adventures it contains.
I never noticed the bumpy ride through the farm or the
squeaking of the seat as we made our way to the fields that we had to
take care of. The smell of Copenhagen drifted by my nose and out of
the open window next to me. My grandfather had just put in a chew
and was now spitting out of his window. The truck stopped moving,
and we sat there in silence. When I looked over at him he had a small
crooked smile on his tobacco stained lips. "Good book?" he asked with
a wink. I nodded yes and put it down. "Grandpa" I asked, "why do you
read so much?" I forget his exact answer but it was basically this. He
had only made it to the eighth grade and had needed to get a job to help
support his mother. His father had died of tick fever and left his mother
with six small children. He worked as a sheepherder and had spent
many months alone. His only way of passing time was reading books
that were left in the old sheep camp where he stayed. There were a variety of novels, but the majority of them were westerns. With little education, his reading skills were adequate but got better as the days turned
into months. His love of reading was gained as a way of easing the loneliness and boredom he experienced. As we worked that day changing
water and cleaning furrows, I realized that working with my idol was
fun. What I was even more surprised about was the fact that I really
enjoyed these old westerns of his.
From that day on I read all of his old, dusty, torn and
very well worn books. Some were missing their covers, some pages in
the middle and yet others had coffee stains blocking out entire events.
That was alright with me. These slight imperfections forced me to make
my own substitutions of names, words and sometimes endings. During
the course of that summer I was able to spend invaluable quality time
with my grandfather who I now realize was one of those "cowboys."
To this day whenever I read westerns, it reminds me of the summer I
discovered them. The smell of the water running over the freshly planted soil, the smell of sage brush and freshly cut alfalfa also bring back
certain indescribable feelings. These feelings sometimes remind me of

"
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certain stories and particular books. They also remind me of the places
where I read them, but most of all they remind me of my grandfather. I
have since read these books numerous times and still get goose bumps.
That particular summer brings back wonderful and priceless memories.
My grandfather has now ridden on to that big ranch in the sky. ot a
single page is turned or book is read when I don't think of the great gift
he left me with, the desire to read ..
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College
Hollie Grange
Pressure boiling over the top,
I cannot handle it.
How do I make it stop?
Piles of work, no moments to spare.
Procrastination is calling.
Getting off track, I wouldn't dare.
It's harder than it seems,
But they say it's worth it,
When you achieve your dreams.
They say if we make the grade,
Our lives will be different,
We will have it made.
Think about it, it's funny,
All we spend on college.
Are we wasting time and money?
A piece of paper with my name,
That is what I'm striving for.
That is the end game.

"
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Ode To A Mustache
Christopher Palo
Oh, beautiful majestic mustache!
How delicious things are
even hours after they've fallen in to you.
Aesthetically pleasing upper lip rug,
I never felt like a real man until you came along.
Your coarse bristly hairs
are like a dream come true.
I stroke you,
caress you,
comb you
making you just right.
I notice the ladies marveling at you
as I walk by.
That's right ladies,
this is what a real man looks like.
The way you shimmer in the sun really rises my spirits.
Please, beautiful mustache, never leave me.
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Musings

of a Beekeeper
Abra Bradfield

My foray into beekeeping began this past January. I entered
into this hobby for two reasons: first, to produce honey and other bee
products for my family's use and secondly, to help curb the disappearance of the valuable pollinators. I thoroughly researched the subject of
apiculture (beekeeping), located a local supplier of honey bees, and,
believing myself to be ready for the task, placed my order. Thus, with
planning and preparation, I launched myself into the challenging process of establishing a new colony of bees.
I read numerous books and blogs on bees and beekeeping,
watched YouTube videos of beekeepers introducing new bees into
hives, signed up for a college class in botany to learn more about the
plants that bees prefer, joined a local beekeeper's group, and ordered
catalogs featuring beehives and other assorted honey bee paraphernalia.
During the first year with a new colony, all honey and other
bee products need to be left for the sole use of the hive. This allows the
bees to build up stores of food to sustain them over the winter months.
An established hive will generate about fifteen to twenty pounds of
surplus honey.
I will be spending the winter months sorting through recipes
in anticipation of next year's harvest. Bees wax and propolis, the sticky
stuff that bees make to caulk any cracks or holes in their hives, will be
added to hand lotion, lip balm, medicated salves and ointments. The
golden honey will be bottled and stored.
Raw unfiltered honey helps to desensitize people to local pollens. According to Letters from the Hive: An Intimate History of Bees, Homy,
and Humankind by Stephen Buchman and Banning Repplier, bee stings
purposefully applied, known as apitherapy, are applied to acupuncture
sites to curtail the effects of arthritis, Multiple Sclerosis, eczema, and
even migraine headaches (Buchmann, and Repplier 251). Perhaps I will
even go so far as to brew up a batch of mead. But first, I had to get the
bees into the hive.
I ordered two Langstroth type hives with decorative copper
tops, one hive for my husband's bees, and one for mine. A Langstroth
hive is a vertical hive, with interchangeable boxes. Basically, there are
two types of boxes or components in a hive. There are brood chambers,
where the queen lays her eggs, and supers, where tl1e worker bees store
the honey. Each box measures approximately 20 inches long x 14 inches wide x 7 inches high. Our hives will initially have two of each type of
component. Being interchangeable, we will be able to add more boxes
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as the colony expands.
\'v'hen the hives arrived, I waterproofed them with a high quality wood stain, and let them dry for a week. We each then personalized
our own hive with unique works of art. My husband's hive is done in an
Egyptian motif, and mine sports wild blue columbines and faeries.
When I showed my local bee group the photographs of our
hives, the other members looked rather amused. I have since learned
that everyone else in our bee group just painted theirs white, if they
painted them at all. So, we then had two highly original hives in the back
yard awaiting the arrival of the queens and their subjects. With our hives
ready for habitation, we had to wait three months for the weather to
warm up and for the shipment of bees to arrive in Utah. Here's how it
happened.
It was a dreary, drizzly and overcast Saturday morning in April,
when my husband and I left Price, Utah and embarked upon the nearly
six hour round trip drive to Salt Lake City, UT. We took the truck with
the camper shell so that when we took possession of our bees, they
could ride in the bed of the pick-up and not in the back seat of the car.
The trip to Salt Lake was uneventful and, with minimal traffic, we were
ahead of schedule.
We drove to the business where we were to pick up our order
of bees, only to find out that the truck carrying hundreds of two pound
boxes of bees had broken down and the shipment would be late. The
business owner said that another truck had been dispatched to complete
the bee transfer. So, being good sports, we opted to wait it out and go
get some brunch to pass the time. When we returned to the bee store,
both shoulders of the road were lined bumper-to-bumper with parked
vehicles, most of them trucks. The driveway was packed with people
who had come to pick up their bees.
Inside the store, chaos ensued. Apparently the person responsible for taking and filing the bee orders, we'll call her Janis, had a unique
system of organization, one that only she could figure out. I later discovered that her system used the chronologically-in-time, and then firstname-of-the-purchaser method, to organize her orders. Since I was the
one at the counter asking her to find my invoice, I was a little annoyed
when my order for two boxes of bees, which had been paid for in advance, could not be found. Janis eventually found our order filed under
February and my husband's first name. Beekeepers are known to be
colorful and prone to thinking outside of the box and Janis had raised
this to an art form. Two hours later, the bees arrived in a horse trailer.
The shopkeepers and their assistants opened the door of the
horse trailer and hundreds of bees came buzzing out. We were informed by our fellow sage beekeepers that the boxes of bees, "tended to
pick up hitchhikers." I was silently thankful that the bee boxes and their
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acquired entourage would be riding in the back of the pick-up. I was also
pleased to learn that about half of us picking up our orders were Newbees,
so we were not the only ones who were inwardly skittish, as the bees
gathered around us.
Next, the shop people pulled a forklift out of the garage and
began unloading the palettes of boxed bees from the horse trailer. We
all had our receipts and the proprietors had their invoices. The boxes of
bees were matched up with purchasers and the crowd began to thin. We
received our two boxes of bees and headed for our truck. The boxes,
which were each filled with two pounds of bees, literally vibrated with all
of the activity inside. We loaded our precious cargo and their friends
into the truck and headed for home.
At home, we took the boxes of bees out of the truck and set
them in the shade. We left the camper shell door open so that the extra
bees could get out. We ate dinner and composed ourselves for the task
ahead. Since I was the one who had done all of the research, I would
introduce my bees to their hive first. To say that I was anxious is an understatement, for I am allergic to bee venom. While I have never gone
into anaphylactic shock and stopped breathing when stung, my body's
reactions are very severe. I had done a lot of soul searching before beginning this hobby, and now was the pivotal moment. I grabbed a hive
tool (envision a tiny crowbar), a couple of mini marshmallows, and my
box of bees and headed for the backyard.
Now, bear in mind that I had watched this process a few dozen
times on YouTube and most of the beekeepers did it without the protection of bee suits or gloves. They said it was easier without gloves, because they didn't have to work with clunky fabric on their hands while
handling delicate bees, and that a full bee suit was not necessary. The
theory is, at the point of introduction to the new hive, the bees do not
yet have an established queen, territory, or food stores to guard so they
are less volatile. That being said, if you are a Ne2vbee,I recommend that
you wear your hat and veil for this event and you will be much more
relaxed.
I arrived at my hive unencumbered by protective gear, placed
the box of bees gently on the ground, removed the copper roof of my
hive, and took a few deep calming breaths. I then used the hive tool to
pry up the can of sugar-water syrup that was dangling inside of the bee
box, providing food for the bees. With the feeding can removed, the two
thousand or so bees were no longer trapped and could then leave the
box; many did. Bees covered my hands and I could feel each tiny bee
foot walking lightly across my skin, a warm shimmering glove demanding of respect.
Trying to make dexterous hand or finger movements with bees
hanging suspended from your palms and dancing on your fingertips
r-b/J
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takes a bit of practice. Smooth fluid movements should be used in working with bees, as rapid jerky motions tend to make them a little peckish.
With my bee venom sensitivity, I had a vested interest in keeping all
participants calm. Slowly, I slid the queen cage out of the slit in the top
of the box. The queen cage protects the new queen while her subjects
become accustomed to her majesty.
Inserted into the narrow end of the queen's cage is a hole
drilled into the wood and stoppered with a piece of cork. The cork needed to be removed and replaced with one of the mini marshmallows.
Over the next four or five days, the worker and nurse bees would eat
through the marshmallow and free the queen. By the time the queen has
been released by her attendants, they will have fallen under her sway,
and become loyal subjects. The problem was that the cork piece was
shoved so far inside of the hole that I couldn't reach it with my hive
tool, and I had forgotten to bring the tweezers to the hiving.
Since I couldn't go into the house covered in bees, my husband
dashed into the house and retrieved the tweezers. Meanwhile, I began
to gently wave the queen cage back and forth in an attempt to dislodge
the bees clinging to the queen cage, allowing me unobstructed access to
the cork. Perhaps sensing my mounting disquiet, the bees seemed to be
become a bit more active. I carefully worked the tweezers to remove the
cork \vith my hands still covered in bees. Before I could get the mini
marshmallow into the opening in the queen's cage, she escaped.
Without a queen, the worker bees will die. My mood had been
ratcheted into the realms of despondency, and I was dripping with bees.
Because of my bumbling, my bees were doomed, unless they joined my
husband's hive. Since the worker bees had not yet sworn allegiance to
any particular sovereign, switching hives was possible. I shook the bees
off of my hands, and prepared to help my husband with his colony.
My husband, learning from my mistakes, got his queen bee into
his hive rather smoothly. Once the queen was inside, the worker bees
moved in and set up housekeeping. We left both bee boxes open so that
the bees could take their time in entering their new hive. We noticed a
big knot of bees huddled into a ground hollow near my hive. Could that
really be my wayward queen?
We very gently dug through the tangled pile of bees, and sure
enough, there was my queen. My husband grabbed a shovel and plunged
it deeply into the soil around the knot of bees. I quickly removed the
copper topped roof and he placed the shovel full of bees, dirt and all
into the bottom chamber of my hive. I hurriedly plopped the roof back
on, and we both heaved a tension releasing sigh.
Now, all we could do was wait to see if the queen would be
accepted by the throng. We had no way of knowing how long the bees
had been in contact with the queen during their voyage from California
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to Utah. If enough time had elapsed to gain acceptance, then the hive
would get down to business of establishing a new colony. If not, her
erstwhile subjects would kill her, and in so doing, bring about their own
demise. To bee, or not to bee, that was the question.
Alas, all did not go well with my bees. had to purchase and
install a new box of bees. That is a story in and of itself, and better left
for another time. The bees are now comfortably ensconced within their
homes and are busy filling their wax comb with honey for the coming
winter. With luck, next year will be productive and full of new adventures in beekeeping.

Candle

Stick?
Andrew Terry

Up until now I thought that a candle stick referred
to the actual wax candle itself.
I was oblivious to knm,ving that it was actually
the holder that you placed the candle in,
The fact is I thought it resembled the object
that I was time and time again beaten with as a child,
They said they were inclined to do so,
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Pitch

this

Shit
Andrew Terry

My ex-girlfriend made me watch this movie called
Pitch Petfecta couple weeks ago.
Notice that I said ex-girlfriend.
I wouldn't like to pin the break up all on
watching this teen-savvy romance film.
But it was that bad.
The movie was based around the competition of
college age a capella groups.
She would nudge me every time
One of the musical numbers started.
In hope that if she did it enough I would jump up
and start doing the macaroni.
Her foot started convulsing and
repeatedly whack me in the leg,
like a mother trying to nudge her
child into the pool for the first time.
Well, this pool was fucking empty
plus it was twelve feet deep.
I wasn't about to jump in.
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My

Neighbor's

Tree
Elliott Brooks

I asked my neighbor's tree
To fetch me some water.
Thirty and a half days later
He still returns with
An empty glass.
I asked him to sit down
And pull up a stool.
He denied my kind gesture
Telling me the stool was
His second cousin.
I asked my neighbor's tree
How he was feeling.
He said he was leaning
And would enjoy not being
Pissed on by dogs
I asked him to sit down
While I got him some water.
He said to not waste
My precious time because
The clouds were coming.
I asked my neighbor's tree
If he has been to the movies.
He said he had been working
More to send his boy
Off to college.
I asked him to sit down
And I chopped him down.
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Rosa's Flickering

Lamppost
Troy Utley

There's a flickering lamppost in this train-car. No, not a real
lamppost, but if you ask a particular brown-skinned and similarly brown
and bright-eyed child, he'd say so. Robin's only eight. His imagination is
wild, but not filled with overbearing joy. He's curious, but cautious already. His mother, Rosa, is sitting next to him-a young, beautiful woman of a similarly brown-sugar hue, eyes much darker, though. The deep
grooves crinkled into her forehead and cutting off to the sides of her
listless morning-gaze are a pity, marring an otherwise perfect visage, like
scuffing a crystalline mirror with sandpaper, or squishing the edges of a
wet clay sculpture.
The lamppost is sitting next to them. His name is Thomas
Brown. He's a simple, quiet man with a shaved head and a pair of simple
glasses. His skin is darkened like a rich chocolate, and though he has
crinkles on his face similar to that of Rosa's, they're much softer. Like
Rosa, Thomas is young, too. And like Rosa, Thomas knows Robin. He's
a regular fixture on this transit. For them, anyways. Whenever Thomas
slides through the crowd to join the commute, his eyes set on Rosa, and
the young, dark man settles down next to her and Robin most every day
of the week. Robin has to go to school, and Rosa and Thomas have to
go to work.
Sometimes, Thomas speaks to Rosa about the weather, and
other times, topical events. Little small talk. Sometimes, Thomas separates Rosa from Robin to sit closer to her. They smile, and speak nonsense of the morning, and Robin drowns both of them out with the
continual dull clacks and bumps of the aging train-car. It smells like old
sweat, dust, and the back of a rotting refrigerator in there. At first, Robin
always minds, but after he twitches his nose and tugs on mom's skirt to
relay his discomfort, it fades quickly enough.
Robin always seems to imagine Thomas as a flickering lamppost because, like the one on the nearest corner of his street, he's a landmark-something
that's familiar, recognizable, but not meriting too
much notice. Sometimes, Rosa manages to talk Thomas into coming
over for dinner. Sometimes, Thomas asks if it would be okay. Robin
always gets sent to bed early when Thomas comes over.
If Robin ever told Rosa he thinks of Thomas as that flickering
lamppost on the corner of their street, the woman might chuckle a little,
but uneasily, and would immediately thereafter contract a minor case of
melancholy. In fact, whenever Robin mentions Thomas to Rosa, she has
a similar reaction. Still. She's here, and so is he. They're almost strangers,
really, but they fucked in the fecund and foul restroom at the back of
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that shitty Chinese place they go to sometimes and that means something to her. Sometimes Rosa works up the nerve to slide a hand around
Thomas' hand. Sometimes, he rejects her. Other times, he doesn't.
They met on the transit a few years ago, and it's kind of a funny
story but Rosa never remembers the specifics. Only bumping into him
and dropping the eggs out of one of those tall shopping bags she has no
business carrying herself. At least she doesn't think so. Thomas casually
offered to pay to replace the eggs. She didn't refuse. It gets funnier because later that night, she invited Thomas to her home. She thought it
was a particularly spontaneous thing to do and it made her feel good.
They sent Robin to bed after they had a long, boring talk about topical
things. And then they both smoked. ot tobacco. Weed. Though Rosa
herself had a cigarette later that night. She let it bob nervously between
her knuckles while she threw ideas back and forth in the intimate nooks
and corners of her mind. She remembers that part a lot more than the
other parts. \'(!hen she reflects on how funny the story is, she's not so
sure it's funny. The sensation of that worry, need, and fervency. Like her
heart was burning, but she couldn't do a fucking thing about it, because
she's too damned scared. It's the kind of worry that makes one's voice
tremble as much as their nervous breath. She was lonely. She still is lonely. Rosa still bobs that cigarette up and down between her knuckles a few
times a week.
Rosa hates being a single mother.
Thomas sleeps around. He goes to dark and small bars and
clubs and finds women. He smiles to them, talks softly and idly for
awhile about how he works in managing finances and investments, goes
back to their homes, and fucks them. He uses the word 'fuck' in his
mind, but he never calls the act that to their faces; it wouldn't really be
decent. Still, he's never had the urge to call it anything else with any
more passion. Most of them, he never sees again. And most of the ones
he sees again, he doesn't particularly enjoy. Rosa's a little different, but
Thomas doesn't want to be tied down. He's young, and he wants to
work in finance and fuck women. He knows it's immature. He knows
he's a child. He can see it when he looks in Robin's eyes. Those bright,
gleaming sort of bronze disks set off by black, attentive pupils. The way
he furrows his brow, even. The child is curious but knowledgeable.
Sometimes, Thomas imagines him in ratty old clothing with dirt on his
face, like a genuine street-urchin. It's not so much that he wishes Robin
had that kind of life. It's more or less, the tragedy of Robin is that he's
not wise already.
Sometimes it bothers Thomas not to be closer to Rosa, especially when his mother calls. She's old, and he can hear it in her voice.
She'd love to see him have a child, but she insists she's fine ,vith him
making money. Thomas never had a lot of money growing up. When he
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thinks on it, his mother is a lot like Rosa, though Rosa is far more beautiful. He can admit to himself that because he's honest. It's a shame she
doesn't take better care of herself.
When the idle conversation dies down, Thomas always seems
to be a little more cheery, and he usually joins Robin in listening to the
white noise. The other people here are all white noise. They're different
little specks of white, gray, and black, all with their own tasks and worries. They shuffle about, mumble to one another, quite like Thomas does
with Rosa, and casually talk over the day. And occasionally, their conversations die down. Luckily for Thomas, he never really had much of a
problem fitting in here, and the noise is something he's used to. The
ambient shuffling, clattering and mumbling is calming to him. Smoking
weed one night with Rosa gave him the urge to take a tape-recorder onto the train-car one day so he could record the scenery, but he never
voiced it to her, and he never did it. It was kind of stupid, and he had
the feeling it'd make him seem like a creep. It probably would. Sometimes he thinks about doing it anyways.
When Rosa works up the nerve to hold Thomas' hand, and
Thomas returns the gesture, he sometimes thinks about thinking about
Rosa when he gets home from work. It's the nights when he stumbles
into his apartment and tosses his keys like balled up paper into the nearest open bin. It doesn't matter much to him when he's that exhausted.
Those nights, he regrets not taking up Rosa's offer for dinner. He'll sit
on his plush leather sofa and let his eyes lock onto his fancy-flat-screen
high-def-whatever television, apartment smelling vaguely of vanilla and
tidy bachelor, and he'll think about smoking weed with Rosa and convincing her to fuck in the bathroom of that shitty Chinese joint. Sometimes, when he calls it 'fucking' with Rosa, he resents himself, but
Thomas doesn't know what else to call it.
He doesn't love her. He's pretty sure of that.
Eventually, the train-car always has to stop. When it does, Rosa
stands up with little Robin, slides a warm, rough hand around the child's,
and offers a goodbye to Thomas. Sometimes, Thomas offers a simple
goodbye back. Other times, like today, Thomas stands himself up and
wanders out with Rosa. Usually, it's the days he can see a bit of misery in
her. He'll slide a hand around one of her shoulders and rub it, then lean
in and give her a brief, silent hug, sometimes accompanied by a listless
morning kiss. Then, he'll slip back into the train-car, and mimic her melancholy smile, and regret not asking if Rosa will have him over for dinner.
The hug is always strange for Rosa. Sometimes it feels like
Thomas is sliding a hand straight into her chest, cracking her ribs in
along the way, and causing various organs to rupture, then seizing her
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heart, ripping it out, and giving it a good, merciless squeeze. Other
times, she feels like it might be Thomas' way of saying that everything is
going to be 'alright,' and it makes her feel good, and it makes her remember why she still talks to him. She never thinks to ask him over for
dinner in the brief embrace, but she always thinks about putting Robin to
bed and smoking weed with Thomas.
The nights when they should be together but aren't, Thomas
thinks of shitty Chinese, Rosa bobs a cigarette nervously between her
knuckles, and Robin stares out of his window at the flickering lamppost
at the corner of their street, knowing it means more than he thinks.
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Holding

Hands

Troy Utley
"Every week you come here."
"In the spring."
"Spring's a long season."
"Not as long as summer. And you come with me."
"Only sometimes."
It's a quiet little hill. The hill these two are sitting on. They're
holding hands, passing a cigarette between one another, and have their
butts dug firmly into the scrunched fabric of an old blanket(Which, and
just for reference, has captured and mastered smells and scents older
than both of them.) The taller one, maybe older too, is Joseph, and he's a
car mechanic who happens to get burned a lot, summed up beautifully by
a patch of scarred flesh clinging to one of his cheeks. The younger is
Mark. What there is to say about Mark can't be summed up in a couple of
sentences. But he does have a simple job. He works at a call-center for a
type of medicine that doesn't work. He takes credit-cards and complaints,
both in moderation. Too much of either would cause him to go into an
unquenchable rage.
"So?" says Mark. "Sometimes isn't enough."
"I'm holding your hand." Joseph shrugs and flicks his cigarette
aside.
"That just makes it worse."
Mark and Joseph aren't dating. It isn't even clear if either of
them are gay. They're holding hands because it's the one thing that makes
either of them feel safe. But Joseph would punch you if you questioned
his sexuality; Mark is far too lost in his own head to care. They're young.
Both of them. Twenty three, twenty six maybe at the most. They both
hate their jobs, and they both hate their lives. Mark's a philosopher,
though. He has a way to fix it. Joseph just copes with alcohol.
"It's only once a week, anyways. I like the silence and the open
space," mumbles Mark. "It keeps me sane. Plus," Sitting up, the younger
searches the horizon and gestures towards a particular part of the
treeline, off in the distance and just past what small edge of the town is
visible from this grassy hilltop. "I can see that part of the woods from
here."
The part of the woods in question is behind the house where
Joseph used to live until his dad kicked his teeth in and told him to, 'pick
up his shit and leave.' He was fifteen. It was okay though, Mark was
around and he gave Joseph a place to stay for awhile. That part of the
woods though, was the part where Mark and Joseph and the rest of the
rascals used to cause mites of mischief and upset. Before Joseph's father
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was an alcoholic, he was always the first one there when someone inevitably twisted an ankle or fell from a tree.Joseph has fond memories, but
they're not as fond as the memories Mark has.
Even so, Joseph doesn't flinch. "I was over there recently, you
know. To fix Sammy's shitty old clunker."
"I know. You told me."
"About the flags being still tied up?"
''Yeah."
Mark lets Joseph's hand go finally, and Joseph draws that hand
into his pocket instinctively. The cooler at Mark's side is bumped open
by his elbow, and he plucks a soda from the ice, then returns to staring
at that horizon. It really is a lovely day. The smell of the air is even inviting. The wind is cool, but not frigid, and just rough enough to blow
Mark's hair away from his eyes. It'll go stiff after enough abuse from the
breeze, but Mark likes that. Sometimes, he stares at himself in his rearview mirror and chuckles before attempting to fix the mess. Joseph's
hair is too short. And if it did start blowing in the wind, he'd roll his
eyes. He teases Mark occasionally.
"I think I'm going to kill myself," says Mark. There's a calmness to his voice. A casualnessreally. Joseph doesn't flinch. He really
doesn't. But the hand resting in his pocket now, flexes with unease.
"Already?"
''Yeah. I mean. I think I'm ready."
''You're young, you know."
"So're you."
"And I'm not gonna be able to say shit to get you out of this,
am I?" Joseph reasons. Now, he seems a touch upset, his brow furrowing with weight and pressure.
This isn't something new. Mark always used to stare up at the
sky from one of those trees they'd tie flags around, conquering the forest
one evergreen at a time. He'd peer down through the pine-needles to
Joseph, and he'd say something like, 'You know? I ain't gonna live a terrible life. I'm gonna live big or die young.' Joseph'd always smirk and
make some joke, then Mark would give Joseph a hand up.
For some reason, whenever Joseph plays those memories out,
he always has a black eye. But honestly, Mark doesn't surprise him. Mark
used Joseph's life as a template of what to avoid. Joseph knows that.
They got into a few fights over it and Joseph gave Mark the same kind
of shiner that Joseph's dad would give Joseph. Joseph drank a lot the last
year of highschool, and when he got in trouble over it, he'd bark like a
rabid dog. Right into the face of the arresting officer, he'd spit venom
and say shit like, "I'll do whatever the fuck I want. I'm a goddamned
adult!" His hair used to be long like Mark's, but he'd always pull on it
when he was sobbing to himself in a dark corner of one of the holding
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cells down at the station. It's not long anymore.
"I'll resent you," Joseph warns, groaning his legs awake and
creaking up to his heels. He's too young for his bones to ache like they
do. At least he thinks so. The tip of his shoe bumps that cooler open like
Mark's elbow did, and he fishes around for his favorite. When he finds it
and holds it up, his arm moves on its own and throws the can against a
nearby tree. It claps against the bark and fizzes open, then rolls down
the hill.Joseph doesn't say anything. He just gets another and walks off
and away from that blanket. "It's selfish," says Joseph. He's only angry
because he knows Mark is serious. Mark is always serious.
"Our lives suck."
"They're average."
"Tell that to your sister."
Joseph shrugs his shoulders; his back is deliberately turned to
Mark. "Sammy's making it."
Mark sips from his soda and gets a good look at Joseph's posture. His brow tightens too, but he's not upset. He's just thinking.
"l'viaking it," Mark repeats. "Do you want me to explain myself?"
"Yeah, Mark. I kinda fuckin' do. And you're probably going to
anyways." Now,Joseph turns back, though he's nervously fidgeting,
resisting the urge to pace about, and his hands finding purchase back in
his pockets. They'd be fl.ailingaround with every other word if he didn't.
"So yeah. Go ahead and bitch and moan about how horrible and hopeless you are."
"You remember Brad, right? How he ran off the road by that
creek in the pass? Drunk?"
"Yeah."
''Yeah well, I kinda killed him, Joe. I say kinda because I drove
him to it. Uh. Pw1 not intended." Again, Mark's words are casual. He
doesn't stand up, and he stops trying to assess Joseph's body language.
(Who is now very confused.) Mark already knows all he needs to.
"What?"
"After middleschool he kind of melted into this... incessant
jackass is the only way I can put it. He'd piss on his own mother if he
thought it'd let him suckle the tit of acceptance just a little more. I don't
know. I just hatedhim. I mean, we all disliked him. But. I wanted to see
him die. I could see it in my head. This was the kind of person that I
could dedicate my life to deconstructing." Mark feels a little uncomfortable after sitting for so long, so now he stands too, but he trots down the
hill to get that soda can that rolled down. Joseph watches him go and
while he does, his hand reaches up. He grabs for his hair but it's too
short and slick for him to tug on much. So instead, he snags the cigarette
from his shirt pocket and lights it. Breathing the smoke is comforting.
It's true though, they all hated Brad. He was a kind of social
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pariah for a time too. Something about him was always just unnerving,
but it happened after middleschool. Before that, Brad was a part of the
gang. He was always the one doing gross stuff. Weird stuff, too. But he
was a part of the gang, and Joseph can at least rememberhow he felt towards that guy. Mark can't. Whatever bond they had? Buried.
"Anyways," Mark starts back up, back up on the hilltop. "I saw
him a year after highschool. I saw where he worked because of how he
dressed, I guess. It's the really bad fastfood joint on mainstreet next to
the derelict craftstore. A perfectly miserable place. Good for him. I don't
know. I felt something. Purpose, I guess. And a lot of hate."
"Where are you going with this?"
''Let me finish. I started following Brad around whenever I had
days off and he had days on. So I figured out who he was. Then I started
throwing bricks through his window with nasty notes attached to them.
I paid people to do things like bump into him and then act pissed off.
People that wouldn't know him or remember him. Or me."
Joseph scratches his scalp now and resists the urge to chew on
the filter of his cigarette. Mark's been aloof for years now, but this isn't
something Joseph's ever been privy to. He's not sure he wants Mark to
go on, but this is Mark. He'll go on anyways.
"I let him know he was hated," says Mark. "Even if it wasn't
really true. He certainly felt like it, though. I could tell by how he
changed his routine to try to work around everything. He went to bars
more often, too. So then I put the cherry on top. I went and I talked to
him and I told him how much I hated his guts. And you know, we've
known Brad for a long time. I knew what buttons to really push. I think
it was two or three weeks after that he crashed and died? When I heard
about it, I had to take the day off so I could go home, lock all the doors
and shut all the windows, and laugh.I knew exactly what I did. I killed
him. More or less. But it uh, didn't really phase me. But it's like you and
your father,Joe."
"How?" But Joseph already gets it. Those nights when he
would crawl away from home to find somewhere safer. Joseph seriously
wanted to kill his dad. Not that he ever did it. They had their fights. But
that was after he lost his job. That was after he started breathingliquor.
Mark would always seem to find Joseph when it'd get really bad. Mark
was always there to help Joseph get back on his feet. Offer a hand. Even
when they were having their wargames in the forest, Mark was the first
up the tree and he'd snag Joseph's hand. So when his old man finally
kicked Joseph out, him and Mark had a long talk outside that bad
fastfood place by the crafts tore. Mark told Joseph he'd probably end up
like his father, and Joseph flipped out. But Mark held his hand. It was
strange, but Joseph got it. Mark knew his life wasn't as bad as Joseph's,
and maybe Mark was just there to watch a trainwreck take place, but
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there to help him up and listen. And offer a hand.
"I hate your father. I couldn't fU1dhim though."
"If you did?"
"I'd have done something similar, yeah," J'viarkconfirms. He
starts rolling up this blanket now, and that agitates Joseph even more.
"So what's your point?"
"My point is. I've never been happier to see someone die in my
life. Happy. You know. I was so afraid of being you, and you becoming
your father, which you still are, by the way-"
"Shut up," Joseph grunts, cutting Mark off. He flicks his cigarette aside, and with spite, kicks one of these crunched and empty cans
far away from the blanket.
Mark shrugs it off easily enough. "Still raw." Now that the
blanket's folded up, he collects the trash. His movements are as calm as
always. And his mind? Still. "I'm not a good person. And I'm never going to be happier than when I broke Brad. Unless I convince your father, wherever he is, to drink himself to death too. And after that? I got
nothing. Might as well end while I'm feeling good and doing less damage. And I'm not helping you either. You're still an alcoholic. Just like
your father and Brad. If I wasn't there to help you up, you'd either be
dead or better off. Either way. Happier ending."
"You're the one that wants to hold hands, Mark. I think it's
weird."
"You never complain, Joseph." Mark starts walking. ''Tell Sammy I said bye."
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What Does it Mean to be Human?
Bryan Strain
What does it mean to be human?
I think that I should know.
Do I have time for all of it?
How much can I grow?
I've decided reading is the key
to find out every part.
The pain, the pleasure, the interesting,
the depths of human heart.
I've lived and died so many times
through things that I have read.
Will I have time to read it all,
before I'm gone-dead.
A problem now I've spotted in
my little reading theory.
If I read from morning into night,
will this answer my query?
I see a balance must be struck,
to really understand.
You must read to gain what can't be learned
by living it firsthand.
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TheGirlWhoSkippedThrougha Thornbush
Hank Parry
Who am I? My mind has shifted through so many things like
freedom and safety and I can't even remember who I was. Was I a mother with a daughter I may never remember? Fear has plagued my mind
and somehow has perverted it. The prevision runs deep within me, but I
know I'm not alone. There are other women here with me in this hell. I
watch them from my cell, how they react to the men that walk the halls.
They also flinch and try and shrink into the shadows of the cells. Trying
to find a way to get free from the pain they do too us. The cell block we
are in is mostly dark and extremely hot, with the only source of light
coming from the lights that are ten feet apart in the corridor, running in
a straight line for what seems like a mile with the same cells running
down in rows. They are square with a bared window in the center of the
back wall, big enough to get through without the pars. But we share this
along with the pain that they keep us apart.
They don't ever let us talk and visit each other. They keep us
apart to show that we are alone. But all of us know that they find pleasure in givingus pain the roost. I don't know if we share all the same punishments but we've all watched each other get raped, beaten and drown
in a barrel of water. They never go as far as to kill us because they would
lose their toys. It's just enough to make us go unconscious, then they
leave us alone. But they've left us alone lately and it's confusing. My
thoughts of confusion are soon interrupted. I hear their voices coming
down the hall, echoing like demons coming to haunt us. The women
including myself shrink back into their cells trying to find a way out. But
they stop at my cell.
Questions burn through my clouded mind like a hot spear. Are
they here to rape me, beat me or, worse, the bush? Before my cell opens,
my thoughts of the bush run through my mind. It's a bush that is made
of thorn bushes, broken glass, rusty nails, and barbed wire. And they
make me skip through it naked. I roust giggle or I have to do it again
while being shot at and whipped. Hearing the key tum wakes me from
my fearful slumber. They enter like a cloud. A poison and fear grips me,
freezing me in place. They walk over and grip roe by my wrists and drag
me out of my cell. I see at the end of the hall way the familiar steal door
of what I call the dark room.
The sight of the door awakens something inside of me, something that was buried deep. My mind clears and my sense sharpen. I
fight, throwing punches and kicks to fend them. I have no idea where
this new vigor came from. I defeated one just to have two more run at
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me. My vision began to blur and I became exhausted fast, obviously due
to the way I have been treated lately. I fell with a dull thud before the
men were able to reach me.
I awoke naked, sore and slow-minded in a dark room. The
room was cool. Fear griped me. It was the room beyond the door. This
cool room is the only haven that I sometimes get. It's a lot better than
the extremely hot cells we're kept in. As soon as I began to relax and
enjoy the coolness of the room, I hear the doors opening behind me, big
double steal doors leading into the hot desolate courtyard. It's like they
knew I was beginning to relax.
As soon as the doors open, two rough hands came from behind. They started to caress my body. Not missing an inch of areas that I
don't want them to touch, he paid special attention to my breasts. Even
though this happens a lot I, still cry. But this only gives him more vigor.
And his hands move fast over my body. But soon it's all over; and he's
pushing me through the double doors.
I emerge into a long, dry, dusty court yard, void of existence
except for the bush, laying there like an obstacle I will never cross, just
like the high barbed wire fence that surrounds us. With rough hands
pushing me, I was soon in front of the bush. I know I will have to skip
soon. I hear a scream of a language I don't understand, so I start to skip.
I can feel the glass and barbed wire ripping through my feet, the bush
stinging my feet like embers from a fire. I laugh as I go so I don't cry
because if I do, I will have to do it again. I see the end coming up and I
hurry faster, skipping and laughing like a school girl. As soon as the end
comes up, I fall on to my hands and knees. Feeling the sand burn and
rip at my wounds making me wince. But it is better than the bush. I feel
the rough hands grab me. And that's the last thing I felt because everything went dark.
I emerge from the darkness in my hot cell. They redressed me
and bandage my wounds. Though they did both poorly I smile thinking
to myself "at least they did this much." I get up wincing from the cuts
and bruises. I walk to my window to look out to the desert that lies beyond my window. I reach and grab the semi-cool bars for a little comfort for my hands. As soon as I went to leave, I noticed something cold
move by my hands. I reach up quickly with a burning new vigor. One of
the bars moves and it's loose. My mind becomes clear and I remember
who I am. I'm a solider, and I am mother.
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Voice
Kelly W1nterton
To lose your voice is death.
Unable to communicate,
Often when you need it most
It will be too late.
Words to me more precious
Than my mortal life,
For when I leave this earth
Only words survive the strife.
So use your expressions to uplift,
Those lost in depths too deep,
Hands, words, music or voice
Don't leave them in a silent sleep.
Power is in speech,
There for all to use.
But be wary what you say
For these words can also abuse.
Come share your secrets with me still,
Forget about the labels.
Whisper what your heart desires
Trust me if you're able.
Signal me with your hands,
Dazzle with your eyes,
Move me with your words,
Just don't tell me lies.
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Today
Heather Padden

Today, the man
Of my dreams
Asked me to
Marry him
Today, my mom, my dad, my big sister and
I are
Pick out a
Today, I text my
Today, I will pick
Today, I opened a
I glanced my
Phone for
And ....
Today I
The man

of

going to
white dress.
maid of honor.
out the flowers.
text from him.
eyes to the
one second
crashed
killed
my dreams

Tomorrow, I will be alone.
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The Trees

are Moon

Dancers
Carrie Anne

A black void mountain
Slipping to sleep behind
Night that begins to end
Beams whispering down
The brilliant Galactic Center
Trees are dancers
Hover, witness, giggle
With your Dragon-tailed face
Among the bursting stars
Rise now and shine
Moon Moon Moon
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The Allegory
Foot
Spoons

of

the

Four

Carrie Anne
I have been fascinated by the old parable of the four foot
spoons since I read it as a teenager. The basic story is of a man shown a
vision from God. God shows the man a beautiful table set with a bountiful gorgeous meal. People are sitting around the table holding four foot
long spoons. They can reach the food with the spoons, but they cannot
bring the food to their lips to eat. Some people are starving, wailing with
hunger. Those who feed their neighbors across the table are fed by their
neighbor in return. They are happy and laughing, plump and well fed.
Those that refuse to share remain starving and miserable. The man begins to understand that it is in the wisdom of God to decide who goes
to heaven and who goes to hell.
Hell and heaven are, in this reality, the same exact place; the
difference is in perception and the form in which the people function
with each other. As I have been learning more about Anthropology in
general, the necessity for people to assist one another is becoming clearer and clearer to me. Are we actually in hell right now because people
are not helping each other? Most of the "help" I see being performed
looks much more like interference rather than assistance. The discernment to know the difference is a quality in which I desire to obtain for
myself.
This parable has much new meaning for me now. Understanding the basics of what we all have in common, forms a cohesiveness to
my path I did not possess before. I also interpret the parable a bit differently than when I was young, in that it is each individual who realizes
they must assist others in order for they themselves to be comfortable
and happy. This selfish altruism is a concept I had trouble fully grasping.
The fact that in reality it is not God who decides if we "get it" it is we
ourselves who must awaken and realize the meal lying before us can be
eaten. The responsibility of this parable, when fully comprehended, is
immense!
I understand my children will suffer if I do not assist in the
productive shaping of the future of our world. Each one of us is very
important, maybe way more important now than ever in the history of
our species. Our turning point is now.
The melding of technology with basic sustainable management
of our world's resources is most important. Already, work is shrinking
for the populace as automation continually replaces human labor. As
this seems to be the case more and more, the issues we face based on
this fact alone must be dealt with reasonably and with as much foresight
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as possible. The reduction in work hours across the planet is creating
hardship where one job was enough; now two sometimes even three are
needed to sustain one self. The old standby of going back home to the
farm is gone, the safety net feeling absent in an ever increasingly "all for
oneself "motivated world.
I wonder what this world would be like if this parable was
completely understood by all? The food on the table is not even ours,
provided to us, yet we will not even share that? How were these concepts driven out of us? Or into us for that matter? Money held over our
heads, keeping us quiet, driving people to barely be able to understand
how to walk around much less how to thrive in our environment today.
These issues have to be tackled head on, but are almost completely nonunderstandable by the general population because the principles are corrupted by some people in religion and politics in general. A new way
must be found and found quickly. The concept of free will, evil and
good, God leaving us here to figure it out, all of these concepts must be
understood, or the bountiful table will be gone and we will just be wandering around with our four foot spoons with NO hope of that table
being replaced. That concept of hell is a truly scary one indeed.
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The Trees

are

Moon

Dancers
Carrie Anne

Moon Moon Moon
Rise now and shine
Among the bursting stars
With you dragon tailed face
Hover, witness, giggle
Trees are dancers
The brilliant galactic center
Beams whispering down
Night that begins to end
Slipping to sleep behind
A back void mountain
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Gone

Along

the

Gila
Cliff Green

Tap the Verde and Gila
Like arteries and veins
Water in the canals
Squash and beans
Hold back the desert
Sweep sand away
Live love
Build
And play
Unforgiving
She gave you
A thousand years' stay
Then
Took you
Your Snake Town
Life blood of water
Everything else
That made you
That mattered
Sonora keeps its word
Only to the letter
For the desert
Owns time and
Each life
A renter

You Were
Than Me

Always

Older
Tia Lee

You were always older than me. You never let me forget it,
either. Regardless of what we were doing, if it ended in an argument, it
never failed to escalate to, "Well, 'cause I'm older than you, and don't
you forget it!" It did not matter that I claimed a greater authority level
or security clearance for our various forts, you were always older. No
matter what.
I think I was taller, for the most part; or maybe we were the
same height, at least for a little while. At four we both had to stand on
our tiptoes to reach the plump little cherry tomatoes that my dad grew
in the back yard. He set them up on crates so we couldn't reach them.
Sometimes you tried to lift me up so I could get the big, red, juicy ones
normally just beyond our fingertips. Dad said he always wondered why
his tomato plants never bore fruit from about mid-way down.
We played lots of games back then: hopscotch, jungle explorers, zookeepers, whatever we could think of. Who knows how many of
my big brother's Hot Wheels are still entombed in the backyard. Television was never held in high regard; besides, all of the older kids were
inside by the tv. We were just in their way there, but we didn't really
care; it was more exciting outside. We could never play dare, though.
You would do anything I asked. You would do anything anyone asked!
If either of our mothers ever saw some of the stunts you pulled they
would have both gone white on the spot. You climbed up the side of
the house when Pete dared you to jump in the pool from the porch
roof. I still don't know how you shimmied up that corner so fast without anyone else noticing. You sure made a big splash when you came
down! You were always that way; making big splashes wherever you
went.
You were always older than me, but I was always the smarter
one. I had a head full of ideas and I made sure we had plenty to do. I
was the architect and you were the carpenter. The wood pile by the side
of your mom's garage had to be turned into a proper fort with a proper
roof. There you were, with "borrowed" hammer and invisible nails
bringing my vision to life. And the Hot Wheels roads in the back yard
had to have a proper town built around them. Tiny granite gas stations
and stop signs made of sticks marked the streets of our world. Ok,
maybe I was more of a director that an architect, but you never shot
down my ideas - not a one- because it was all part of the game. That's
all growing up is really: one big game getting you ready for the real
thing later.
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In school you came to my rescue when the bees decided that
they liked my red corduroy skirt and vest. You went after them with your
bare hands. The teachers told us not to make them mad. Well, what
about if they made us mad? I don't know if you ever got stung. You never said you did, and I never saw any welts. You sure made those bees
angry, though.
The old round coffee table at my house was one of our favorite
places. We would drape my grandma's handmade aloha blanket over the
top and crawl underneath. The bright patterns of the patchwork blanket
looked like stained glass when the light from the window shone down
just right. We would play tic-tac-toe and write our names with crayons
and chalk on the underside of that table. You know, no one ever knew
we did that? We still have that table. It still has our names and our games
drawn on it, like hieroglyphics from another time.
You were always older than me. So it came as a bit of a shock
to me last year when I turned thirty-four and I realized that suddenly
now I was older than you. I tried to rationalize it but the words were not
there at the time. I knew that your birthday had already passed a month
and a half earlier. December 27 th It was marked on my calendar, the one
I had not changed since December. The difference was, now, I was older
and you weren't. I couldn't comprehend it. It was like a gut blow; it
stole the breath from my lungs and threatened to cripple me entirely. I
had to take a deep breath and stand back up. You always stood back up.
We were so far apart, for so long, mentally and physically. Did
that make a difference? Should I have picked up the phone and called?
What about you? Did you ever think about the games we played, the
tomatoes we raided, or the bees you saved me from? I didn't know you
as an adult. Your laughing smile was lost to me, separated by time, miles,
and concrete walls. I knew you were there and that knowledge sufficed
at the time.
Now I am older than you. Two years older. It feels as though I
have stepped into some alternate reality of my life and found that you
didn't exist. I remember staring out at a sea of sad faces; I stood, shaking. I couldn't look down. If I looked down I would not see our stocking
feet poking out under the cloth cathedral of our round tent; if I looked
down I would not see you at the bottom of the slide searching for the
toy cars in the sand. If I looked down, I saw finely polished wood, roses,
and the stains that my tears had imprinted on a piece of lined paper. I
couldn't save you from your bees.
You were always older than me, and I suppose you always will,
you are just no longer here to tell me that. That is all right though. I'll
always remember it.
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